
Tiger-shaped wireless speaker
SKU: MHSPEAKTIGER

A fun, playful and compact speaker

Funny and light-hearted: listen to music and make calls with this Tiger speaker

This tiger-shaped wireless speaker  is an extremely fun and cute accessory. Use it to connect your smartphone, tablet and
laptop wirelessly to listen to music for 3 consecutive hours, even up to 10 metres away. Thanks to the built-in microphone
you can also make calls easily without disconnecting your Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo or other brand devices. When it
runs out of power, use the USB-A - USB-C cable (included) to recharge it.

Small and soft

The wireless speaker looks just like a pet! Its compact size not only makes it easily transportable but also absolutely adorable.
What's more, its soft silicone covering makes it pleasant to touch: you'll want to stroke it constantly!

Built-in buttons allow you to control the music directly from the speaker

Thanks to the built-in buttons, you can change songs and control the volume using only the speaker, without ever touching
the connected device. 

Key features:

tiger-shaped
wireless
operating range: 10 metres
built-in volume and track change controls
coated in soft silicone
playback time: 3 hours



battery: 300 mAh
Power: 3 watts
charging time: 2 hours

Contents include:

1 USB-A - USB-C charging cable
1 instruction manual



Tiger-shaped wireless speaker
SKU: MHSPEAKTIGER

Technical data
Bluetooth: V 5.0  
Output power: 3W  
Operative range: 10 m  
Volume regulation: Integrated  
Listening to music: 3 hours  
Battery: 300 mAh  
Buttons: Multifunction  
Microphone: Integrated  
Technology: Wireless  
Finishing/Feature: Soft-touch effect  
Included accessories: 1 USB-C power cable, User manual  
Color: yellow  
EAN: 8018417457753  
SKU: MHSPEAKTIGER  
Weight: 350 g  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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